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Many people in the United States and Europe are seeing 
gorgeous lavender sunsets lately thanks to the eruption 
more than two weeks ago of Russia's Sarychev Peak 
volcano.  

The volcano blew its top June 12, generating a remarkable 
shock wave in the atmosphere seen in a photo taken by 
astronauts. It also hurled massive plumes of sulfur dioxide 
into the air, and that material has been circling the globe.  

Deep purple hues and ripples of white characterize the 
spectacular views the past few evenings.  

The phenomenon occurs when the ash and fine particles 
sprayed high into the atmosphere by the volcano scatter 
light. The sulfur dioxide ejected by Sarychev Peak 
interacts with the atmosphere to form tiny particles called 
sulfate aerosols.  

Light scattering happens all the time. It's why the sky is blue and sunsets often red or orange. 
Particles in the atmosphere scatter short-wavelength blue light more effectively, to make the sky 
appear blue. When the sun sets, its rays have more atmosphere to travel though to reach our 
eyes, so more of the long-wavelength red light makes the journey.  

Lately, the volcanic aerosols are combining with the normal scattering particles to create more 
obstacles for light to pass through, increasing the coloring effect.  

"I could tell, late in the evening that there was 'something' to the clouds, the lighting as the sun 
was setting was off, so I found a nice view of the horizon and waited," wrote Liem Bahneman of 
Kirkland, Washington, who posted photos he took of the sunset on June 28 on SpaceWeather.com. 
"The aerosols light up well after the normal sunset has expired, so it takes some patience, but it is 
well worth it to experience the violet."  

"This evening, the volcanic aerosols were still visible over Kentucky," Rick Schrantz, of 
Nicholasville, Ky., wrote on SpaceWeather.com. "The delicate wispy streamers were a beautiful 
background for a few regular clouds."  

Similarly colorful scenes were spotted across the Northern Hemisphere in August 2008, when 
Alaska's Kasatochi volcano erupted. One of the most dramatic volcanic eruptions in modern history 
— Pinatubo's 1991 explosion in the Phillipines — ejected so much material into the atmosphere 
that global temperatures dropped by about 0.9 degrees Fahrenheit (0.5 degrees Celsius). The last 
time Sarychev Peak blew was 1989.  
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Russia's Sarychev Peak volcano 
erupted June 12, prompting 
goregous sunsets like the one in this 
photo taken by Rick Schrantz of 
Nicholasville, Kentucky on June 29. 
Credit: Rick Schrantz 
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By Clara Moskowitz, LiveScience Staff Writer 
posted: 01 July 2009 11:04 am ET 

Volcano's Eruption Creates Colorful U.S. 
Sunsets
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lmjohnson532 wrote:  posted 01 July 2009, 1:36 pm ET

Ah hah -- that explains it! I'd notice the several days that 
the sunsets were especially spectacular. More pictures?
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booboo1964 wrote:  posted 01 July 2009, 1:47 pm ET

yes please post some more pics
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pdxmusl wrote:  posted 01 July 2009, 2:23 pm ET

I know. I've been out taking pictures of the sunsets and 
rises. It's amazing.
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wrote:  posted 02 July 2009, 2:59 am ET

I had noticed that the weather was weird for the last two 
weeks or so (Eastern Europe - we've had huge rains and 
persistent cloud cover), or is it just me? 
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Malody wrote:  posted 02 July 2009, 4:20 pm ET

More volcanoes please!  Oh... wait..nevermind 
 
There have been some beautiful sunrises / sunsets here in 
Texas the past few days also.  Forget pictures - go outside 
and see the real thing :)
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galaxy_yw05 wrote:  posted 02 July 2009, 9:26 pm ET

My 5 y/o son made a comment about how the sunset looked 
like a rainbow a few days ago. (I was driving so I didn't get 
a good look at it) Then the next day I saw an article about 
the volcanic sunsets taking place, and understood why that 
sunset caught his attention. He was even more excited when 
I explained why it was so beautiful! (He loves to learn about 
the Earth, and volcanoes, maybe I've got a future geologist 
here!) But we are in Oregon and there have been some 
amazing sunsets here:) Like Malody said "Forget pictures - 
go outside and see the real thing :)"
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